We consider a fading point-to-point link with packets arriving randomly at rate λ per slot to the transmitter queue. We assume that the transmitter can control the number of packets served in a slot by varying the transmit power for the slot. We restrict to transmitter scheduling policies that are monotone and stationary, i.e., the number of packets served is a non-decreasing function of the queue length at the beginning of the slot for every slot fade state. For such policies, we obtain asymptotic lower bounds for the minimum average delay of the packets, when average transmitter power is a small positive quantity V more than the minimum average power required for transmitter queue stability. We show that the minimum average delay grows either to a finite value or as Ω (log(1/V )) or Ω (1/V ) when V ↓ 0, for certain sets of values of λ. These sets are determined by the distribution of fading gain, the maximum number of packets which can be transmitted in a slot, and the transmit power function of the fading gain and the number of packets transmitted that is assumed. We identify a case where the above behaviour of the tradeoff differs from that obtained from a previously considered approximate model, in which the random queue length process is assumed to evolve on the non-negative real line, and the transmit power function is strictly convex. We also consider a fading point-to-point link, where the transmitter, in addition to controlling the number of packets served, can also control the number of packets admitted in every slot. We obtain asymptotic lower bounds for the minimum average delay of the packets under a constraint on the average throughput, when average transmitter power is a small positive quantity V more than the minimum average power required for transmitter queue stability. We show that the minimum average delay grows either to a finite value or as Ω (log(1/V )) when V ↓ 0, for certain sets of values of λ. Our approach, which uses bounds on the stationary probability distribution of the queue length, also leads to an intuitive explanation of the asymptotic behaviour of average delay in the regime where V ↓ 0.
I. INTRODUCTION
We study the optimal tradeoff of average delay with average power for point-to-point communication links with random arrivals and fading. In this paper, we obtain asymptotic lower bounds on the minimum average delay in the asymptotic regime where average power is made arbitrarily close to the minimum average power which is required for stability of the transmitter queue. Such asymptotic lower bounds are significant since they can be used to quantify how close the performance of scheduling and power control policies are to the optimal.
We consider a slotted time queueing model with random arrival of packets. The packets are assumed to be buffered in an infinite length queue. The random fade state is assumed to be constant in each slot. In each slot, the transmitter schedules a batch, with say s packets, to be transmitted over the point-topoint fading link. We assume that the transmitter expends a power of P (h, s) watts when transmitting s packets when the fade state is h. For a particular policy of operation, the performance measures that we consider are the time average power and the time average queue length. We note that for cases of interest, the average delay can be obtained from the time average queue length. In this paper, we consider the tradeoff of average queue length with the average power over all possible policies. Equivalently, our
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objective is to characterize the minimum average queue length subject to a constraint on the average power over all possible policies. We mainly consider two queueing models, I-model and R-model, for which we characterize the tradeoff. For I-model, we assume that the queue length evolution is on the set of non-negative integers, while for R-model, we assume that the queue length evolution is on the set of non-negative real numbers, with P (h, s) being a strictly convex function in s. We note that R-model is usually used as a tractable approximation to I-model.
We note that interesting solutions to the tradeoff problem have finite average queue length. It is intuitive that if the average queue length has to be finite, the time-average service rate has to be equal to the average arrival rate λ. Therefore, there is a minimum positive average power that is expended for the average service rate to be equal to λ. It turns out that this minimum average power is a function of λ for a given fade distribution, maximum batch service size S max , and power cost function P (h, s). For the following discussion, this minimum average power is denoted as c(λ) for I-model and c R (λ) for Rmodel. In this paper, we consider the tradeoff problem in an asymptotic regime, denoted , in which the difference, V , between the average power constraint and c(λ) (or c R (λ) for R-model) is made arbitrarily close to zero. We obtain and compare the asymptotic lower bounds on the minimum average delay in the asymptotic regime for both I-model and R-model. We show that R-model with the strictly convex P (h, s) function is not an appropriate approximation for I-model.
A. Related work
In this section, we review existing results for the tradeoff problem, on the basis of the approach used to obtain such results. The most common approach which has been used to address the tradeoff problem has been to formulate it as a constrained Markov decision problem (CMDP), as in [27] or [2] .
The CMDP is further analyzed by considering an equivalent Markov decision problem (MDP) which is obtained via a Lagrange relaxation [19] . The MDP for models which are quite similar to I-model has been studied by Berry and Gallager [6] , Collins and Cruz [11] , and Goyal et al. [17] . Agarwal et al. [1] studies the MDP for R-model. In all these papers, the authors show that a stationary deterministic optimal policy exists, which is independent of the initial queue length. This policy prescribes an optimal batch size to be used for service, when the queue length is q and the fade state is h, which is a non-decreasing function of q for every fade state h. This monotonicity property of any stationary deterministic optimal policy motivates the definition of admissible policies in this paper.
Another approach has been to obtain an asymptotic order characterization of the minimum average queue length in the asymptotic regime where V ↓ 0 for R-model. Berry and Gallager [6] obtained an asymptotic lower bound for the minimum average queue length in the regime for the R-model with a strictly convex transmit power function. Neely [21] extended this asymptotic lower bound to a multiuser downlink model, where the transmit power function is a strictly convex function of the vector of fade states and the vector of service batch sizes for the users. Other asymptotic bounds were also obtained by Neely in [21] , [22] , and [18] . Extensions to more general networks and other performance measures can be found in [23] . A summary of these results is given in Table I . We note that asymptotic lower bounds are not known in many cases. Such asymptotic lower bounds are significant, since they may help in determining the best possible tradeoff. We also note that known asymptotic lower bounds have been derived under the assumption that the queue length evolution is on R + .
Monotonicity properties of optimal policies have also been obtained for continuous time queueing models in [28] , [14] , [3] , and [4] . Order optimality has also been explored for finite buffer systems in [5, Chapter 6] . Asymptotic order bounds have been obtained in a variety of other cases also, as in [24] , [9] , and [29] .
Model details
Asymptotic upper bound (Regime )
Asymptotic lower bound (Regime ) 1 Berry-Gallager power delay tradeoff [6] ; R-model with
Multiuser Berry-Gallager power delay tradeoff [21] ; Multiuser R-model O
Multiuser Berry-Gallager power delay tradeoff [21] ; Multiuser R-model, but with piecewise linear P (h, s) and λ such that c R (λ) is on a piecewise linear portion of c R (.)
shown for a specific example, not known in general 4 Multiuser Berry-Gallager power delay tradeoff [21] ; Multiuser R-model, but with piecewise linear P (h, s), λ is any abscissa at which the slope of c R (.) changes
Power delay tradeoff with lower bound constraint on average throughput [22] O log 1 V
Ω log
1 V but with single fade state 6 Utility delay tradeoff [20] O log all other models assume that the arrival process and the fade process are IID, and except for cases 5 and 6 all models do not have admission control. Also, all lower bounds are derived under the assumption that the queue length can take real values.
B. Overview of the paper
In this paper, we (i) obtain asymptotic lower bounds for cases, for which they are not known, for a restricted class of monotone stationary policies called admissible policies, (ii) obtain an intuitive explanation of the behaviour of the tradeoff in the regime via bounds on the stationary probability of the queue length, and (iii) compare the behaviour of the tradeoff for I-model and R-model, showing that R-model with the strictly convex power cost function may be inappropriate as an approximate model. We first formulate the tradeoff problem as a constrained Markov decision problem (CMDP) in Section III-A, wherein we show that there exists an optimal stationary policy. Then we consider a Markov decision process (MDP) obtained from a Lagrangian relaxation of the above CMDP in Section III-B. We review the structural properties of the optimal policy for the above MDP in Section III-B. These structural properties are then used to motivate the definition of admissible policies in Section III-D.
We formulate the tradeoff problem for admissible policies in Section III-E. We then define the asymptotic regime for I-model and R-model rigorously in Section III-F. In Section IV, preliminary results which lead to the asymptotic lower bounds are discussed. We present bounds on the stationary probability distribution for admissible policies in Section IV-D. These bounds are useful in obtaining an intuitive explanation of the behaviour of the tradeoff for admissible policies in the regime .
In Section V we first present an intuitive explanation of the behaviour of the tradeoff for admissible policies in the regime and then obtain asymptotic lower bounds for the minimum average delay. We note that an overview of results in this paper was presented earlier in [26] . In this paper, we provide a complete analysis, as well as extend our results to a queueing model with admission control and an additional constraint on the utility of average throughput. We study the queueing models with admission control (I-model-U and R-model-U) in Section VI. We conclude the paper in Section VII. 
C. Notation and conventions
We use the following notation for the asymptotic bounds:
= ∞. All logarithms are natural logarithms unless specified otherwise. Sequences which are monotonically increasing to a limit point are denoted as ↑, while those monotonically decreasing are denoted as ↓. The stationary version of a random process is denoted by dropping the time index, e.g. Q ∼ Q[m]. We denote the set of non-negative integers and non-negative real numbers by Z + and R + respectively. In this paper, we use the following notation for the limits of integration, for integrals of functions with respect to probability measures:
II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. System model -Integer valued queue length evolution
We consider a discrete time system with slots indexed by m ∈ {1, 2, · · ·}, as in Figure 1 . In each slot m, a random number of packets, R[m] ∈ Z + , where each packet is of the same size, arrive into the transmitter queue. The arrival sequence (R[m], m ≥ 1) is assumed to be independently and identically distributed (IID) with
We initially consider a case without admission control. Then the number of packets admitted A[m] = R[m]. The packets are assumed to arrive into an infinite buffer, in which they wait until they are transmitted over a point to point fading channel. , where S max is the maximum batch size that can be served. The queue evolution sampled at the slots is given by:
(1)
The evolution of the queue length is also illustrated in Figure 1 .
At the start of slot m, the history of the system is defined as σ[m] When the fade state is h, the transmitter expends P (h, s) units of power when transmitting s bits. We note that P (h, s) is a function of the fading gain h 2 , when the fade state is h. Motivated by many examples (see [6] and [30] ) of the form for P (h, s), we assume that ∀h ∈ H, P (h, s) satisfies the following properties: C1 : P (h, 0) = 0, and C2 : P (h, s) is non-decreasing and convex in s, for s ∈ {0, . . . , S max }, for every h ∈ H.
The average power for γ ∈ Γ is
The average queue length for γ ∈ Γ is
We consider the optimal tradeoff of P (γ, q 0 ) with Q(γ, q 0 ) for this model. Using Little's law, the optimal tradeoff between P (γ, q 0 ) and average delay can then be obtained.
B. System model -Real valued queue length evolution
In this section, we describe a queueing model, which is usually used as an analytically tractable approximation for the model discussed above.
We state only the differences from the model discussed in the previous section. We assume that for m ≥ 1,
, and q 0 ∈ R + . Hence, the queue length Q[m] ∈ R + , ∀m ≥ 0. The function P (h, s) is assumed to satisfy the following properties:
RC1 : P (h, 0) = 0, for every h ∈ H, RC2 : P (h, s) is non-decreasing and strictly convex in s, for s ∈ [0, S max ], for every h ∈ H.
The average power and average queue length are defined as in (2) and (3) respectively.
We note that this model is similar to that considered by Berry and Gallager [6] , except that in [6] , S max = ∞.
In the following, the model in the previous section, where the queue length evolution was assumed to be on the non-negative integers, is called the I-model, while the model described here, where the queue length evolution is assumed to be on the non-negative real numbers, is called the R-model. We note that R-model with fading and P (h, s) being strictly convex is usually used as an analytically tractable approximation for I-model 1 . When used as an approximation, P (h, s) for R-model coincides with P (h, s) for I-model for s ∈ {0, . . . , S max } , ∀h. We note that there are also scenarios where it is natural to model the queue evolution as evolving on real numbers, with a strictly convex cost function, such as when the queue is assumed to buffer a certain amount of error exponent as in [6] .
C. The tradeoff problem
Our objective is to characterize the minimum average queue length for a given constraint P c on the average transmit power. We note that the following statement is for both the I-model and the R-model. The tradeoff problem is: minimize
If an optimal policy exists for the above problem, then it is denoted as γ * (q 0 , P c ). We note that one of the ways in which the above constrained optimization problem can be solved is by considering its Lagrange dual, the dual function of which is as follows:
where β ≥ 0 can be interpreted as a Lagrange multiplier. If an optimal policy exists for the above problem, then it is denoted as γ * β (q 0 ).
D. An example
Throughout this paper, to illustrate the results for I-model and R-model, we use the following example. We assume that packets of size 100-bits arrive in a random process (A[m]) to the transmitter queue. The number of packets A [1] which arrive in a slot is assumed to be distributed according to a Binomial(A max , p) distribution, with arrival rate r a kb/s. The rate of service r in kb/s is assumed to be 200 log 10 (1 + SN R), where SN R is the received signal to noise ratio. We assume that SN R =
, where h 2 is the fading gain, P is the transmit power, and L encompasses the loss due to attenuation as well as noise power.
We assume that the slots are of duration 2ms. Then the arrival rate of packets in a slot is λ = ra 50
. We assume that if h 2 = 1 and P = 1W then r = 50. Therefore, if P (h, r) is the transmit power as a function of the fade state and the rate, we have that P (h, r) =
10
r/200 − 1 . We note that in one slot, the number of bits served is 2r. We assume that the transmitter, in each slot, can choose its transmission rate in the set {0, 50, 100} kb/s. To fit this example to our model, we express the queue length in units of 100 bits. Then in each slot, we have a Binomial arrival process of 100-bit packets and service of s 100-bit packets, where s ∈ {0, 1, 2}. The transmit power as a function of h and s is P (h, s) =
50s/200 − 1 , s ∈ {0, 1, 2}. We note that the average queue length, as defined, is in units of 100 bits.
For the R-model, the set of possible batch sizes is assumed to be [0, 2]. The transmit power as a function of h and s is assumed to be P (h, s) = 
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
A. Formulation as a CMDP
In this section, we formulate (4) as a CMDP with an average cost objective and an average cost constraint to conclude that it is sufficient to consider (4) for the class of stationary policies.
The state space X of the CMDP is Z + × H for I-model and R + × H for R-model. The action space at each (q, h) ∈ X is the discrete set {0, . . . , min(q, S max )} for I-model and the interval [0, min(q, S max )] for R-model. The probabilistic evolution of the process is as given in (1) for both I-model and R-model. Associated with the CMDP, there are two single stage costs: (i) the queue length cost q, and (ii) the power cost P (h, s), where s is the chosen service batch size. We note the above single stage costs correspond to the average cost objective and the average cost constraint respectively.
For (4), if (i) λ < S max and (ii) the constraint P c is such that P c > c(λ), then from [16] and [15] , it is possible to show that (4) has an optimal solution and there exists an optimal policy γ ∈ Γ s for I-model. For the R-model, it can similarly be shown that if λ < S max and P c > c R (λ), then (4) has an optimal solution and there exists an optimal policy γ ∈ Γ s . Hence, in the following, we restrict to γ ∈ Γ s for studying (4) . In the following, we assume that λ < S max , P c > c(λ) for I-model, and P c > c R (λ) for R-model.
B. Formulation as a MDP
We note that (5) is an MDP with average cost criterion. We consider the I-model first. The state space of the MDP is Z + × H. The action space at each (q, h) ∈ Z + × H is {0, . . . , min(q, S max )}. The probabilistic evolution of the process is as in (1) . The single state cost associated with the MDP is q + βP (h, s), where β ≥ 0 and s is the action.
It is shown (e.g. [6] , [17] ) that if λ < S max , then there exists an optimal solution for (5), and there exists an optimal stationary deterministic policy γ * β (q 0 ). Let g * β (q 0 ) be the optimal value of (5). We now make the following assumptions about the arrival process
The analysis of the MDP leads to the following observations: (O1) the optimal average cost g * β = g * β (q 0 ) and any stationary deterministic optimal policy γ * β = γ * β (q 0 ) are independent of the initial state q 0 , and g * β < ∞; (O2) any stationary deterministic optimal policy γ * β , which serves s * β (q, h) in state (q, h), is such that s * β (q, h) is non-decreasing in q, ∀h ∈ H; (O3) For any policy, from assumptions A1 and A2, we note that from state 0 it is possible to reach any other state q. From O2, we obtain that any stationary deterministic optimal policy has a single recurrence class R γ * β , of the form {q m , . . .}, where q m = min {q : ∃q > q, P r {Q[m + 1] = q|Q[m] = q } > 0} for the optimal policy under consideration; (O4) We note that s * β (q m , h) = 0 by definition. From A2, we have that q m is an aperiodic state, and therefore the class R γ * β of the Markov chain under γ * β is aperiodic. We note that both O1 and O2 have been obtained in [5] and [17] . For R-model, the state space of the MDP is R + × H. The action space at each (q, h) ∈ R + × H is [0, S max ]. We note that O2 has been obtained for R-model in [1] . The above observations are used to motivate the definition of admissible policies in this paper.
C. Correspondence between the solutions of (4) and (5)
β be the set of all optimal policies for (5) for a β ≥ 0. Let P c (β)
We note that O u is the set of average power values for optimal policies for (5) for all β ≥ 0.
be the set of all stationary deterministic optimal policies for (5)
We note that O u d is the set of average power values for stationary deterministic optimal policies for (5) for all β ≥ 0.
From Ma et al. [19] , if the constraint P c in (4) is such that P c ∈ O u , then the solutions of (4) and (5) coincide. Furthermore, if P c ∈ O u d , and if A1 and A2 hold, then there exists a stationary deterministic optimal policy for (4) for I-model which possesses the properties O1, O2, O3, and O4. For R-model, if
, then there exists a stationary deterministic policy for (4) , which possesses the properties O1 and O2.
D. Admissible policies
In this section, we define the set of admissible policies, for which we obtain an asymptotic characterization of the tradeoff in the regime . The following definitions are for both the I-model as well as the R-model. 
Definition III.4 (Admissible policies).
A policy γ is admissible if: (G1) it is stable, and, (G2) the average service rate in state q, s(q)
The set of admissible policies is denoted as Γ a .
We note that the stability property of admissible policies has been motivated by O1, O3, and O4. It can be shown that ([25, Lemma 4.3.2]) if |H| = 1 then any stationary admissible policy for (5) is non-idling, i.e., s * β (q, h) > 0 for q > 0. This motivates the assumption of irreducibility. Property G2 has been motivated by O2. We note that whenever P c ∈ O u d , there exists an optimal admissible policy for (4) . For an admissible policy γ, we have that the performance measures Q(γ, q 0 ) and P (γ, q 0 ) are independent of the initial queue state q 0 and exist as limits. We note that our definition of admissible policies includes G2 in addition to the properties of admissible policies in [6] . Therefore, in the following, these performance measures are denoted by Q(γ) and P (γ) respectively.
E. Tradeoff problem for admissible policies
The TRADEOFF problem for admissible policies is:
The optimal value of TRADEOFF is denoted as Q * (P c ).
For an admissible policy γ, we note that since the arrival rate is constant, from Little's law the average delay for γ is
. The minimum average delay as a function of the average power constraint P c for admissible policies is
We note that the tradeoff problem can be formulated for a larger class of policies Γ a,M , which is obtained by mixing or time sharing of policies in Γ a . Let Q We note that there may not exist an optimal admissible policy for TRADEOFF. But by definition, we have that there exists admissible policies which are arbitrarily good when P c is such that TRADEOFF is feasible.
Definition III.5 ( -optimal policies). If P c is such that TRADEOFF is feasible, then by definition there exists a feasible admissible policy γ such that Q(γ) ≤ Q * (P c )+ . Such a policy is defined to be -optimal.
F. Asymptotic regime
We note that for any admissible policy γ, Q(γ) = E π Q and P (γ) = E π E H|Q E S|Q,H P (H, S(Q, H)). Since Q and H are independent, we further have that P (γ) = E π E π H E S|Q,H P (H, S(Q, H)). For any γ ∈ Γ a , we note that the average arrival rate λ is equal to the average service rate, i.e.,
Therefore, for γ ∈ Γ a , P (γ) is lower bounded by the optimal value of
since the only constraint is on the average service rate. We note that
Then, we have that
s.dp s,q|H = s s q dp s,q|H ,
where the conditional distribution of S given H depends upon the policy. A similar procedure can be carried out on
Then the optimal value of (7) is bounded below by the optimal value of
where we minimize over all possible conditional distributions for the batch size S given H, irrespective of the policy. For the I-model, we denote the optimal value of (8) by c(λ), while for the R-model we denote the optimal value of (8) by c R (λ) 2 . We note that for the R-model, the conditional distribution of the batch size has support on [0, S max ], while for the I-model the conditional distribution has support on {0, . . . , S max }. Hence, c R (λ) ≤ c(λ), ∀λ ∈ [0, S max ]. We note that feasible solutions exist for the above problem only if λ ≤ S max .
We have that ∀γ ∈ Γ a , P (γ) ≥ c(λ) for the I-model, and P (γ) ≥ c R (λ) for the R-model. From [21, Theorem 1], we have that if λ < S max , then for a sequence P c,k ↓ c(λ) (or P c,k ↓ c R (λ) for the Rmodel), there exists a sequence of admissible policies (γ P c,k ), such that P (γ P c,k ) ≤ P c,k , and Q(γ P c,k ) grows without bound. Since, for an arrival rate of λ, c(λ) (or c R (λ) for the R-model) can be approached arbitrarily closely by admissible policies, c(λ) (or c R (λ) for the R-model) is the infimum of P (γ), γ ∈ Γ a . Definition III.6 (The regime ). The asymptotic regime for TRADEOFF is defined as the regime in which P c ↓ c(λ) for the I-model and P c ↓ c R (λ) for the R-model.
IV. ASYMPTOTIC ANALYSIS -PRELIMINARIES
A. Properties of c(λ) and c R (λ)
For I-model, since properties (C1) and (C2) are assumed to hold, from [21, Section VII], we have that c(λ) is a piecewise linear, non-decreasing convex function, for λ ∈ [0, S max ], with c(0) = 0. Again from [21] , c R (λ) is a non-decreasing, strictly convex function of λ ∈ [0, S max ], with c R (0) = 0. For the example discussed in Section II-D, the function c(λ) and c R (λ) are illustrated in Figure 2 with H = {0.1, 1} and π H (0.1) = 0.6. In this case, c R (λ) < c(λ) for all λ ∈ {0.4, 0.8, 1.4}. Let Λ be the set of λ at which the slope of c(λ) changes. We note that c R (λ) ≤ c(λ). From similar examples, we have observed that c R (λ) = c(λ) for λ ∈ Λ and c R (λ) < c(λ) for λ ∈ Λ. We will observe from the asymptotic analysis, that the asymptotic growth rate of Q * (P c ) in the regime , suggested by the R-model and the I-model for λ ∈ Λ are different. We note that, in general, the set Λ is not known analytically. However, if |H| = 1, it is clear that Λ = {0, . . . , S max }, from the construction of P (h, s) for the R-model.
B. Cases for I-model and R-model
The behaviour of Q * (P c ) as P c ↓ c(λ) is observed to depend on the form of c(s), s ∈ [0, S max ] in the neighbourhood of λ. Since c(s) is piecewise linear, we can define a sequence of intervals [a p , b p ], p ∈ {1, . . . , P }, with a p+1 = b p , a 1 = 0, and b P = S max . The sequence of intervals is such that for s ∈ [a p , b p ], c(s) is linear. The following three cases arise:
We note that c R (a p ) = c(a p ) in Figure 2 and Λ = {a p , p ∈ {1, . . . , P }}. 2) If s l = λ = s u = a p for some p > 1, then l(s) is a line through (λ, c(λ)) with slope m chosen such that
We note that E π l(s(Q)) = c(λ).
For the R-model, since c R (s) is strictly convex in s ∈ [0, S max ], we consider the cases where λ is such that c R (s) has a positive second derivative at s = λ.
C. A lower bound which is dependent on γ, γ ∈ Γ a
Unlike c(λ) (c R (λ)), in this section, we obtain a lower bound on P (γ) for I-model (for R-model) which is dependent on γ, for any γ ∈ Γ a . This lower bound will prove to be useful in the derivation of the asymptotic lower bounds.
We consider the I-model first. We note that the average power used when the queue length is q is E π H E S|q,H P (H, S(q, H)), which is bounded below by the optimal value of
where we have considered all possible conditional distributions on the batch size with support on {0, . . . , S max }, subject only to the constraint that the average service rate iss(q). The above optimization problem is the same as (8) except that the constraint is nows(q) instead of λ. Therefore, the average power used when the queue length is q is bounded below by c(s(q)). Then for that γ, E π c(s(Q)) ≤ P (γ).
We note that any feasible policy γ for TRADEOFF has P (γ) ≤ P c . Therefore, E π c(s(Q)) ≤ P c . We also note that from the convexity of c(s), E π c(s(Q)) ≥ c(λ), since E π s(Q) = λ. Now as P c ↓ c(λ) in the regime , for any sequence of feasible policies for TRADEOFF, Ec(s(Q)) ↓ c(λ).
Similar to the I-model, it can be shown that the average power used when the queue length is q is bounded below by c R (s(q)) for R-model. Then any feasible policy γ for TRADEOFF has
Since γ is feasible, P (γ) ≤ P c , and E π c R (s(Q)) ≤ P c . We also note that from the convexity of c R (s),
D. Bounds on the stationary probability for admissible policies
In this section, we first present two bounds on the stationary probability π for γ ∈ Γ a . For R-model, we assume : (RA1) P r {A[1] − S max > δ a } > a , for positive δ a and a . We note that RA1 is similar to A1.
The first bound that we derive is obtained via properties of the transition probability of the DTMC (Q[m]) for γ ∈ Γ a .
Proposition IV.1. Let π denote the stationary probability distribution for (Q[m]) under γ ∈ Γ a . Let Q ∼ π. We assume that P r {A[1] = 0} > 0 for both I-model and R-model. Let q 1 = sup {q : s(q) < s 1 }, where 0 < s 1 < S max . For R-model, for any ∆ and k such that 0 < ∆ < s 1 and k ≥ 0, we have that
where
The proof is given in Appendix A-A. For R-model, another upper bound on π, which uses a weaker assumption, P r {A[1] ≤ } > 0, with > 0, is presented in [25, Lemma 5.7.2] . The second bound that we derive below is obtained using a Lyapunov drift based method. This bound is an extension of the geometric lower bound on the stationary probability of DTMCs presented in [7] to the cases with state dependent drift (λ − s(q)) and state space being R + .
Proposition IV.2. Let π be the stationary probability distribution for
Suppose there exists a finite q d such that
where d is positive. Let a and δ a be as in assumption RA1. For R-model, for any
Let a be as defined in assumption A1. For I-model, for any
The proof is given in Appendix A-B.
We note that the bounds on π(q) derived above, are dependent on either the stationary probability P r {Q < q 1 } or the tail-drift
In order to obtain bounds on Q(γ) in terms of P (γ), we relate π(q) to P (γ). One of ways in which this can be done is to relate P r {Q < q 1 } or
In the following lemma, we obtain upper bounds on P r {Q < q 1 } as a function of P (γ). The following result will also turn out to be useful in providing intuition for the asymptotic behaviour of Q * (P c ) in the regime .
Lemma IV.3. Let π be the stationary probability distribution for
Let V be positive. Then for the I-model, we have
The proof of this lemma is given in Appendix A-C. We note that in the asymptotic regime , V is usually chosen as a sequence depending on V . By choosing V to be ω(V ) and ω( √ V ) for I-model and R-model respectively, the above bounds are observed to be decreasing to zero, as V ↓ 0. We note that an upper bound on P r {Q < q 1 } as a function of P (γ) can be obtained by choosing q 1 to be such that s(q 1 ) ∈ [0, s l − V ] for both I-model and R-model.
V. ASYMPTOTIC ANALYSIS
In this section, we present intuitive explanations for the behaviour of Q * (P c ) for I-model and R-model. Then, we present and compare the asymptotic lower bounds on Q * (P c ) for I-model and R-model.
We note that the behaviour of Q * (P c ) for Case 1 is different from all other cases. Hence, we consider Case 1 separately. For Case 1, we have analytical results only for the case where |H| = 1. Then, we have that c(s) is the lower convex envelope of P (h 0 , s), where h 0 is the single fade state, with a p ∈ Λ = {0, . . . , S max }. For Case 1, from Lemma IV.3, for any sequence of feasible γ k ∈ Γ a , we have that , ∀m, and therefore γ u has the least average queue length over all γ ∈ Γ a such that P (γ) = c(λ). Since Q(γ u ) is finite, for Case 1 Q * (P c ) does not grow to infinity as P c approaches c(λ). For V > 0, we note that service rates which are greater than s u could be used, i.e., for all q ∈ {0, . . . , q u }, s(q) ≤ s u , while s(q) > s u for q > q u . Intuitively, this implies that Q * (P c ) < Q(γ u ) for P c > c(λ). We note that P c − c(λ) would constrain q u , and as P c ↓ c(λ), q u ↑ ∞. Instead of finding the minimum average queue length over all admissible policies with P (γ) ≤ P c , we find the minimum average queue length over all policies with a particular value of q u , which is constrained by P c . In the following, we present an asymptotic lower bound to Q * (P c ) which is strictly less than Q(γ u ) for P c > c(λ) and approaches Q(γ u ) as P c ↓ c(λ), using the above constraint relaxation.
We now discuss the behaviour of Q * (P c ) for Cases 2 and 3 for I-model and for R-model, in the regime . For all these cases, we find that Q * (P c ) increases to infinity in the regime for admissible policies. From Lemma IV.3, it can be shown that P r {s(q) ≤ } = O(V ), for a small positive . This implies that P r {Q ≤ } = O(V ), i.e., the probability of the queue being (almost) empty goes to zero as V ↓ 0. Since the queue length process is a Markov chain for admissible policies, we expect that the stationary probability of any queue length which is reached from any q ≤ in any finite number of slots (which does not depend on V ) would also decrease to zero. Then, as V ↓ 0, one would expect that the stationary probability of any finite queue length should decrease to zero. Therefore, intuitively, the average queue length has to increase. . The state dependent M/M/1 queueing model is a birth death process evolving on Z + , with the state representing the queue length, controllable death rates µ(q), q ≥ 1 representing service rates, and controllable birth rates λ(q), q ≥ 0 representing arrival rates. We associate a cost rate functionc(µ) with the service rate µ for this model, wherec(µ) is the function c(µ) (or c R (µ) if we need intuition about R-model). We also note that µ(q) ∈ [0, S max ] and µ(0) = 0. Since for I-model and R-model, we do not have admission control, we choose λ(q) = λ. We consider admissible policies Γ a for this simplified model, where a policy is the choice of µ(q). An admissible policy is such that µ(q) is a non-decreasing function of q.
Let ∆(q) = λ − µ(q) be the drift in state q. For admissible policies, since ∆(q) is a monotonically non-increasing function of q, with ∆(0) = λ > 0 and lim q↑∞ ∆(q) < 0, the stationary probability distribution has the following shape (as (S1) in Figure 4 ). The stationary probability distribution π(q) is monotonically increasing, then may or may not be constant for a set of queue lengths, and then is monotonically decreasing. For I-model, let
Then proceeding as in Lemma IV.3 it can be shown that P r {Q ∈ Q h } ↑ 1 as V ↓ 0, i.e., as V ↓ 0, the service rates have to be chosen from the set [s l − V , s u + V ] or [λ − V , λ + V ] for I-model and R-model respectively.
We consider Case 2 for I-model, we note that s l < s u , therefore as V ↓ 0, the stationary probability distribution π(q) is monotonically increasing (since λ > s l ), then may or may not be constant for a set of queue lengths, and then is monotonically decreasing (since λ < s u ). Furthermore, if q 1
, where q ∈ Q h is the largest queue length such that P r {Q ≤ q} ≤ . We note that the stationary distribution increases geometrically from π(q 1 − 1) = O(V ), with the geometric factor being at least
We note that as V ↓ 0, µ(q) → λ, for q ∈ Q h for both Case 3 (I-model) and R-model. Then, as V ↓ 0, π(q) is a constant for q ∈ Q h ((S2) in Figure 4) . It can be shown that π(q 1 − 1) is O(V ) for Case 3 (I-model) and O( √ V ) for R-model ((P1) and (P2) respectively in Figure 4 ). Then we note that π(q) for q ∈ Q h is equal to π(q 1 − 1). Hence, q, as defined above, is Ω for Case 3 (I-model) and R-model respectively. We have been unable to rigorously relate the distribution π(q) for the simplified M/M/1 model discussed above to the discrete time queueing model considered in this paper. However, the proofs for the asymptotic lower bounds for I-model and R-model are guided by the above intuition.
A. Asymptotic lower bounds for I-model
We are able to obtain an analytical lower bound for Case 1 only under the additional assumption that s u = 1 and by restricting to non-idling deterministic admissible policies.
Proposition V.1. For Case 1, with |H| = 1, s u = 1, and for any sequence of non-idling deterministic
This result is derived using a series of steps, which are not presented here for brevity. The complete derivation can be found in [25 
, from [12] . Thus as V k ↓ 0, we have that the asymptotic lower bound has Q(γ u ) as the limit point. We now consider Case 2.
Proposition V.2. For Case 2, given any sequence of admissible policies γ k with P (
The proof is given in Appendix B-A. The geometrically increasing bound on π(q) from Proposition IV.1 is used in deriving the above asymptotic lower bound. We note that the geometric nature of the bound is similar to that which has been observed for the M/M/1 queueing model discussed above.
Remark V.3. We note that a similar asymptotic lower bound has been derived in [22, Theorem 2] (for a model with admission control) and in [29, Theorem 2] . Assumption G3 has not been used in both papers. Although the above result has been derived independently, we note that underlying all the three derivations, there is the idea of bounding the probability of an event by a particular sequence of transitions for a Markov chain, i.e., a sequence of transitions in which the state of the Markov chain becomes successively smaller. Furthermore, in our proof, using assumption G3, we obtain geometric bounds on the stationary probability of any queue length, which is not available in [22] as well as [29] . 
The proof is given in Appendix B-B.
Remark V.5. The derivation of the relationship between the difference of the P (γ) and c(λ) and the taildrift defined as
, in the proof of Proposition V.4, is motivated by the approach in [6] . We note that in our proof, q d can be chosen arbitrarily by the choice of V and then V can be chosen so as to obtain the tightest asymptotic lower bound. However, in [6] , q d cannot be chosen arbitrarily. In fact, q d is the queue length which has the maximal stationary probability of all queue lengths in the set 0, . . . , 2Q(γ) for a policy. The freedom in the choice of q d enables us to derive the Ω 1 V asymptotic lower bound.
For Case 3, a sequence of admissible policies can be obtained as in [21] , which achieve the above asymptotic lower bound.
We note that the asymptotic lower bounds, derived above for admissible policies, hold for (4) for P c ∈ O u d .
We note that the optimal solution of (5) is a lower bound for (4) . In [25, Proposition 4.3.22] , we obtain asymptotic lower bounds for the optimal solution of (5) using the asymptotic lower bounds in Propositions V.2 and V.4. Then these asymptotic lower bounds for (5) are used to obtain asymptotic lower bounds on (4), for a set of P c which includes O u d . We note that the minimum average delay as a function of the power constraint P c , can be obtained from Little's law as
B. Numerical examples
To illustrate the results obtained in the previous section, we plot the optimal tradeoff curve for the example in Section II-D. We assume that A max = 5, H = {0.1, 1} and π H (0.1) = 0.6. Each point in the tradeoff curves is obtained by numerical solution of (5) We consider the case λ = 0.2 in Figure 6 , which corresponds to Case 1 for the example in Section II-D, for both H = {0.5, 1} and H = {0.1, 1}. We note that c(0.2) is 0.1992 for both H = {0.5, 1} and H = {0.1, 1}. We observe that Q * (P c ) approaches a finite value in both cases.
C. Asymptotic lower bounds for R-model
We now consider the asymptotic behaviour of Q * (P c ) in the asymptotic regime as P c ↓ c R (λ) for the R-model. We note that the following result is similar to the Berry-Gallager lower bound, but is derived with the extra assumption G2. Proposition V.6. For any sequence of admissible policies γ k with P (γ k ) − c R (λ) = V k ↓ 0, we have that
The proof is given in Appendix B-C. We note that an upper bound which achieves the above asymptotic lower bound, upto a logarithmic factor is obtained from a sequence of TOCA policies in [21] . Since TOCA policies are not admissible, a sequence of admissible policies that achieve the same asymptotic upper bound as TOCA is presented in [25] .
R-model with piecewise linear P (h, s):
We note that R-model with a strictly convex P (h, s) is usually used as an approximation to I-model. Usually, the function P (h, s) for R-model coincides with P (h, s) for the I-model for s ∈ {0, . . . , S max }, ∀h ∈ H. But then we find that there are differences in the asymptotic behaviour of Q * (P c ) for I-model and R-model. We observe that c R (λ) = c(λ), ∀λ ∈ Λ and c R (λ) < c(λ) for λ ∈ Λ. R-model suggests that Q * (P c ) increases to infinity for all λ ∈ (0, S max ) as P c ↓ c R (λ). However, for Case 1, we see that Q * (c(λ)) is finite (we note that c R (λ) < c(λ) in this case). For Case 2, as a function of V , we have that the minimum average queue length increases as Ω for the R-model, whereas for the
. So R-model with a strictly convex P (h, s) overestimates the behaviour of Q * (P c ) as a function of V for Cases 1 and 2, and underestimates Q * (P c ) for Case 3. In the following, we briefly outline a method to show that a better approximation for I-model, is R-model with a piecewise linear P (h, s). This piecewise linear transmit power function P (h, s), s ∈ [0, S max ] is chosen as the lower convex envelope of the transmit power function P (h, s), s ∈ {0, . . . , S max } for the I-model. With this choice of P (h, s) for R-model, it can be shown that c R (λ) = c(λ), ∀λ ∈ [0, S max ]. Then the asymptotic order behaviour of Q * (P c ) is dependent on λ, and three cases arise. These three cases are the same as that for I-model, defined in Section IV-B. We now show that the asymptotic behaviour of Q * (P c ) for I-model and R-model is the same for Cases 2 and 3.
Proposition V.7. For R-model, with the piecewise linear P (h, s) defined as above, for any sequence
for Case 2 and
for Case 3.
We note that the proof of this result is quite similar to that of Propositions V.2 and V.4. Hence, only an outline of the proof is given in Appendix B-D. For Case 1 with a single fade state h 0 , it can be shown that Q(γ u ) is finite for R-model, so that Q * (c R (λ)) is also finite. However, we do not have asymptotic lower bounds for this case.
VI. EXTENSION: MODELS WITH ADMISSION CONTROL
We consider the optimal tradeoff of average queue length and average power for a fading point-to-point link, when the packets arriving to the link can be dropped, subject to a constraint on the utility of the time average throughput of the packets which are transmitted.
A. System model
We indicate only the differences from the models in Sections II-A and II-B. We also denote the expectation with respect to the distribution of R Similar to R-model, R-model-U with a strictly convex P (h, s) function is usually used as an analytically tractable approximation for I-model-U. We note that R-model-U has been studied in [22] .
We define the average throughput of a policy γ ∈ Γ s as
Let u(a) : [0, A max ] → R + be a strictly concave and increasing function of a, with u(0) = 0. The utility of transmitting the packets is u(A(γ, q 0 )), for a policy γ. The average power for a policy γ ∈ Γ s is P (γ, q 0 ) and the average queue length is Q(γ, q 0 ), as defined in (2) and (3) respectively.
B. Tradeoff problem
We consider the optimal tradeoff between Q(γ, q 0 ) and P (γ, q 0 ) subject to the average utility u(A(γ, q 0 )) being at least a positive u c < u(λ), for the class of stationary policies Γ s , for I-model-U and R-model-U. The constraint u(A(γ, q 0 )) ≥ u c is equivalent to having the constraint A(γ, q 0 ) ≥ u −1 (u c ), where u −1 is the inverse function of u. We denote u −1 (u c ) by ρλ, where 0 < ρ < 1. We note that since the arrival rate is not the same for all γ ∈ Γ s , minimization of the average queue length does not directly correspond to minimizing the average delay of the packets. Asymptotic bounds on the average delay can be derived using Little's law and are discussed in the following.
The tradeoff problem that we consider is minimize γ∈Γ Q(γ, q 0 ) such that P (γ, q 0 ) ≤ P c and A(γ, q 0 ) ≥ ρλ.
As in Section III-A we can show that if P c > c(ρλ) for I-model-U or if P c > c R (ρλ) for R-model-U (which are the minimum average powers required for mean rate stability while supporting an arrival rate of ρλ rather than λ) then there exists an optimal stationary policy γ * . Therefore, we can restrict ourselves to the set of stationary policies.
1) Admissible policies:
As for I-model and R-model, we consider the above tradeoff problem for a set of admissible policies Γ a . Since there is admission control, it is not reasonable to assume that the Markov chain under a γ ∈ Γ s is irreducible (e.g., the dynamic packet dropping (DPD) policies in [22] drops all packets once the queue length reaches a threshold value). So we relax the irreducibility requirement for I-model-U and R-model-U as follows. For an admissible policy γ, the Markov chain (Q[m], m ≥ 0) has a single positive recurrent class R γ which contains 0. Furthermore, the cumulative expected queue cost as well as the cumulative expected power cost starting from any state q 0 until R γ is hit are finite.
We note that for a γ ∈ Γ a , Q(γ, q 0 ) = Q(γ), P (γ, q 0 ) = P (γ), and A(γ, q 0 ) = A(γ). A policy γ is defined to be admissible if: (i) the Markov process (Q[m], m ≥ 0) under γ is aperiodic and positive Harris recurrent on a single recurrence class R γ with stationary distribution 3 π, (ii) Q(γ, q 0 ) < ∞, and (iii) s(q) is non-decreasing in q, where s(q) = E π H E S|q,H S(q, H) is the average service rate at queue length q. We note that for a γ ∈ Γ a ,
Let the average service rate be S(γ), then S(γ) = E π E π H E S|Q,H S(Q, H).
2) Tradeoff problem for admissible policies:
The problem TRADEOFF that we consider is minimize γ∈Γa Q(γ) such that P (γ) ≤ P c and A(γ) ≥ ρλ.
The optimal value of TRADEOFF is denoted as Q * (P c , ρ).
3) The asymptotic regime : Suppose γ is feasible for TRADEOFF. Then
Now we note that P (γ) is bounded below by the optimal value of
We note that
, where the conditional distribution of S given H depends on the policy γ, as in Section III-F. Then the optimal value of (10) is bounded below by the optimal value of
where we minimize over all possible conditional distributions for S given h ∈ H, irrespective of the policy γ. We note that for I-model-U, these distributions have support on {0, . . . , S max }, whereas for R-model-U they have support on [0, S max ].
We note that (11) has feasible solutions only if ρλ ≤ S max . The optimal value of the above problem is c(ρλ) for I-model-U and c R (ρλ) for R-model-U, since the constraint is satisfied with equality 4 . So, we have that for γ ∈ Γ a , P (γ) ≥ c(ρλ) for I-model-U and P (γ) ≥ c R (ρλ) for R-model-U. Thus, TRADEOFF has feasible solutions only if P c ≥ c(ρλ) for I-model-U and P c ≥ c R (ρλ) for R-model-U.
We now show that c(ρλ) and c R (ρλ) are both inf {γ:γ∈Γa,A(γ)≥ρλ} P (γ) for I-model-U and R-model-U respectively. For I-model-U, we consider a sequence of policies γ k , where for each γ k , at each slot m, each customer in the batch R[m] is admitted with probability ρ and dropped with probability 1 − ρ. Then ∀γ k we have that A(γ k ) ≥ ρλ. For γ k , the batch service size (S[m]) is chosen ([21, Theorem 1]) as for the I-model, with arrival rate ρλ, so that
. Thus, we have that there exists a sequence of admissible policies γ k , such that
. Hence, c(ρλ) and c R (ρλ) are inf {γ:γ∈Γa,A(γ)≥ρλ} P (γ) for I-model-U and R-model-U respectively.
In the following, we obtain an asymptotic characterization of Q * (P c , ρ) in the asymptotic regimes as P c ↓ c(ρλ) for I-model-U and P c ↓ c R (ρλ) for R-model-U, under the assumption that ρλ < S max . We recall that c(s) is a non-decreasing, piecewise linear, and convex function of s ∈ [0, S max ], whereas c R (s) is a non-decreasing strictly convex function of s ∈ [0, S max ], with c(0) and c R (0) both being 0.
C. Asymptotic lower bound
We first present the intuition behind the asymptotic behaviour of Q * (P c , ρ) for R-model-U in the regime where V = P c − c R (ρλ) ↓ 0. Then we present an asymptotic lower bound for R-model-U. We then discuss the asymptotic lower bound for I-model-U, since it can be obtained using very similar techniques as for R-model-U and as in Proposition V.2.
Intuition about the asymptotic behaviour of Q * (P c , ρ) for R-model-U is obtained using the simplified M/M/1 queueing model discussed in Section V. However, since for R-model-U, we have admission control, the birth rate λ(q) is also controllable for the M/M/1 queueing model that we consider here. Let Q h = {q : µ(q) ∈ [ρλ − V , ρλ + V ]}. Similar to R-model, it can be shown that P r {Q ∈ Q h } ↑ 1 as V ↓ 0. Then we have that as V ↓ 0, µ(q) for q ∈ Q h approaches ρλ. However, we note that since λ(q) is also controllable, instead of π(q) being constant as in the case of R-model, π(q) can in fact be geometrically increasing, constant, and then geometrically decreasing as in Case 2 (I-model). Therefore, we expect that Q * (P c , ρ) only grows as Ω log
Let γ be an admissible policy with P (γ) − c R (ρλ) = V and A(γ) ≥ ρλ. As in Section IV-C, we have that
is a strictly convex and non-decreasing function, we assume that the second derivative of c R (s) is positive at s = ρλ. Then, we have the following result.
Proposition VI.1. For any sequence of admissible policies γ k such that A(γ k ) ≥ ρλ and
The proof is given in Appendix B-E. We now discuss the asymptotic lower bound for I-model-U in the regime . The analysis for I-model-U proceeds in a similar fashion as in Proposition V.2; the piecewise linear function c(s) and the quantities a p , p ≥ 1 are similarly defined. The three cases which then arise are : (1) 0 < ρλ < a 2 , (2), a p < ρλ < a p+1 , p > 1, and (3) ρλ = a p , p > 1. For Cases 2 and 3, proceeding similarly as in the proof of Proposition V.2, it is possible to show that, for any sequence of admissible policies γ k such that A(γ k ) ≥ ρλ and
. We note that we do not have any asymptotic results for Case 1, although numerically it can be shown that Q * (P c ) < ∞ even if P c = c(ρλ). For example, for the examples in Figure 6 , we use a policy that drops packets with probability 1 − ρ and then uses the optimal service batch size for the cases in Figure 6 .
D. Discussion a) Comparison with known results:
The model considered by Neely [22] is the same as R-model-U. It is shown in [22] that there exists a sequence of policies γ k ∈ Γ s with a corresponding sequence
, and P (γ k , q 0 ) is at most V k more than the minimum average power required for queue stability. It is also shown in [22] for |H| = 1, that if γ k is any sequence of policies, with P (γ k , q 0 ) at most V k more than the minimum average power required for queue stability and A(γ k , q 0 ) ≥ ρλ, then Q(γ k , q 0 ) = Ω log 1 V k as V k ↓ 0. In Proposition VI.1, we have derived an asymptotic lower bound for |H| > 1, but for admissible policies. b) Minimization of average delay: When average delay is the performance measure under consideration, then the problem that we are interested in is
such that P (γ) ≤ P c and A(γ) ≥ ρλ, since the average delay for γ ∈ Γ a is
from Little's law. Let the optimal value of the above problem be D * (P c , ρ).
We note that, since c(s) or c R (s) is a convex and non-decreasing function in s ∈ [0, S max ], for any feasible admissible policy γ, we have that
where c −1 is the inverse function of c for I-model-U. Consider any sequence P c,k ↓ c(ρλ) as k ↑ ∞. Since A(γ) = S(γ), the objective function in the above optimization problem can be bounded above by
and bounded below by
. A similar bound can be obtained for R-model-U. Then, it follows that the asymptotic behaviour of D * (P c,k , ρ) is the same as that of Q * (P c,k , ρ) as P c,k ↓ c(ρλ) for I-model-U and P c,k ↓ c R (ρλ) for R-model-U. c) Relation to the asymptotic order optimal tradeoff in [20] : Neely [20] considers a system, with both admission control and service rate control, in which the arrival rate λ is larger than the maximum service rate S max . The objective is to obtain a sequence of policies γ k which achieve an order optimal minimum average queue length Q(γ k ) as the average utility u(A(γ k )) approaches the maximum utility value u(S max ). We note that there is no cost associated with the service of packets in [20] . It is shown that for any sequence of policies γ k such that u(
and U (S(γ k )) = u(S max ) − V k is also obtained. We note that as the utility function is assumed to be strictly concave and increasing, the throughput value that maximizes the utility is S max itself. For any sequence γ k , if U (γ k ) ↑ u(S max ) it can be shown that the probability of using a service rate less than S max decreases to zero. That is, with q 1 ∆ = sup {q : s(q) ≤ S max − }, P r {Q < q 1 } ↓ 0. Therefore, the proof of Proposition VI.1 can be applied to obtain an alternate proof for the asymptotic logarithmic lower bound on the average queue length obtained in [20] , but for admissible policies.
VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we obtained asymptotic lower bounds for some cases, for which lower bounds were not previously available. Our results are summarized in Table II. For case 3 in Table I , we obtained an Model details Results (in the regime , for admissible policies)
I-model
Depending on the arrival rate λ, minimum average queue length either increases to only a finite value, or is Ω log
(previously known [6] but re-derived here using our method). I-model-U Depending on the arrival rate λ, minimum average queue length either increases to only a finite value, or is Ω log lower bound for case 4 in Table I which was previously not available. We obtained an Ω log 1 V asymptotic lower bound for case 5 in Table I , which holds for |H| > 1. We note that these bounds were derived for admissible policies. In [25, Lemmas 4.3.23, 5.6 .1], we have also obtained asymptotic lower bounds for Q * (P c ) for I-model, when the arrival process and fading process are ergodic rather than IID.
We have also presented an intuitive explanation for the behaviour of Q * (P c ) in the asymptotic regime , using the behaviour of the stationary probability distribution of the queue length for admissible policies. The intuition for the behaviour of Q * (P c ) is obtained by the analysis of a simpler state dependent M/M/1 model in [25, Chapters 2 and 3] . The intuitive approach that we have followed for obtaining lower bounds to Q * (P c ), is used in [25] to obtain asymptotic bounds for the minimum average queue length for other communication scenarios, such as: (i) for a multiple access model (similar to that in [21] ), where we observe that average queue lengths for different transmitters may grow at different rates, (ii) for a model with just admission control, and (iii) for a model with general holding costs. In [25, Chapter 6] , we apply the analysis in this paper to obtain an asymptotic characterization of the tradeoff between average delay and average error probability for a noisy point-to-point link, with a single fade state h 0 . We assume that the link uses random block codes of length N c to encode and transmit bits which arrive into the transmitter queue. We consider a particular cost function P (h 0 , s), which is an approximation of the expected number of bits which are decoded in error when s bits are encoded and transmitted using a random block code with block length N c . The approximation is obtained using Gallager's random coding upper bound [13] . The function P (h 0 , s) is observed to be a non-convex function in s, s ∈ {0, . . . , S max }. However, the minimum average error probability incurred with the queue being mean rate stable, c(λ), is a piecewise linear convex function of λ, as for the I-model. Then the asymptotic lower bounds on the minimum average delay, derived for I-model, apply as the average error probability approaches c(λ). The approach using bounds on the stationary probability distribution, also has the added advantage of providing asymptotic bounds on the structure of any stationary deterministic policy, as shown in [25 We recall that R-model with the strictly convex P (h, s) function, is usually used as an approximation for I-model. We observe that the behaviour of Q * (P c ) in the regime is different for the approximate and original models. We find that R-model underestimates the behaviour of Q * (P c ) for cases 2 and 3. We conclude that a more appropriate real valued approximate queueing model, would be one for which the service cost function P (h, s) is the piecewise linear lower convex envelope of the service cost function for the original integer valued queueing model, rather than the strictly convex function assumed for R-model.
APPENDIX A PROOFS FOR SECTION IV-D
Lemma A.1. Let X be a random variable, with EX ≥ x and X ∈ [0, x max ]. Consider any ∆ such that
Proof: Let P (x) be the CDF of X. Then we have that
Therefore, we have that
We note that in addition, if X is a discrete random variable taking values in Z + , then proceeding as above, we have that
A. Proof of Proposition IV.1
We derive the upper bound for R-model first. As γ is admissible we have that
where P (q, Q) is the transition kernel of the Markov chain. Hence, we have that
where S(q) = S(q, H) and δ s =
Also, for any q > q, let us denote P r {q ≤ Q < q } by π[q, q ).
Then we have obtained that
Similarly, we have that
which can be written as
By induction, for m ≥ 0, we have that
To obtain the upper bound for I-model, we proceed as above, with ∆ = 1. However, we use the bound (12) on P r {S(q) ≥ 1}. Then we have that δ s = s 1 Smax . We then obtain that for any k ≥ 0 and q = q 1 + k,
B. Proof of Proposition IV.2
We derive the lower bound for R-model first. We define Q[m] = max(q 1 + ∆, Q[m]) and Q = max(q 1 + ∆, Q), where ∆ > 0 will be chosen in the following. We note that since the policy is admissible and q 1 is finite, E π Q < ∞. Therefore
As in [7] , we split the above integral into three parts which leads to
We note that for q ∈ [0, q 1 ) we have that
we obtain that (15)
To obtain a lower bound on (14) we note that for q < q 1 + ∆,
Then as in [6, steps (34) , (35), and (36)] we use Markov inequality to lower
We note that ∆ and δ have to be chosen so that ∆+δ < δ a . Thus we obtain that (14) ≥ δ a P r {q 1 ≤ Q < q 1 + ∆}. Combining these bounds and using
By induction, we obtain that if k ≥ 1, and
We note that the bound for k = 0 holds trivially. For I-model, we proceed similarly, except that we choose ∆ = 1, and (14) is bounded below by a π(q 1 ).
C. Proof of Lemma IV.3
We consider the I-model first. We note that for S as in the Lemma, P r {s(Q) ∈ S} ≤ P r s(Q) ∈ S , where S = [0, s l − V ) (s u + V , S max ] for positive V . From the definition of l(s) we have that E π E [c(S(Q, H)) − l(S(Q, H))] ≤ V . From the convexity of c(s) and the linearity of l(s) we have
Let a p l = s l and a pu = s u . We note that for q ∈ Q s l , c(s(q)) − l(s(q)) ≥ m l (s l − s(q)), where m l is the tangent of the angle made by the line through (a p l −1 , c(a p l −1 )) and (s l , c(s l )) with l(s). Similarly, for q ∈ Q su , c(s(q)) − l(s(q)) ≥ m u (s(q) − s u ), where m u is the tangent of the angle made by the line through (a pu+1 , c(a pu+1 )) and (s u , c(s u )) with l(s). Then, we have that
5 If s l = 0 or su = Smax, then the corresponding sum in the following is zero.
Let m = min(m l , m u ). Then by definition of the sets Q s l and Q su , we have that
We proceed similarly for R-model. We note that E π [c R (s(Q)) − l(s(Q))] ≤ V . Then, as in [6, step (41)], we have that c R (s(q)) − l(s(q)) = G(s(q) − λ), where G(x) is a strictly convex function such that G(0) = 0, G (0) = 0 and G (0) > 0. Therefore, there exists a positive a such that ax 2 ≤ G(x). Then, we have that
Since for q ∈ Q S , |s(q) − λ| > V , we have that
APPENDIX B PROOFS FOR SECTIONS V AND VI
A. Proof of Proposition V.2
We consider a particular policy γ in the sequence γ k with
We now obtain a lower boundq 2 on the average queue length for a policy γ, whereq is such that P r {Q ≤q} ≤ 1 2
. In fact, letq = sup{q :
}. From Lemma IV.3, we have that P r {Q < q 1 } ≤ V m 1 . Using the above bound on P r {Q < q 1 }, we have that for sufficiently small V ,
. Letq 1 be the largest integer such that P r {Q < q 1 } + P r {Q < q 1 }q
Thenq 1 ≤q. We note that (16) is equivalent to finding the largestq 1 such that
Hence we obtain that theq 1 is at least
, we have that
, for the sequence of policies γ k with V k ↓ 0. Let γ k be a sequence of -optimal policies for TRADEOFF for the sequence P c,k . Then we have that P (γ k ) ↓ c(λ) and Q(γ k ) = Ω log
. Since γ k is -optimal, we have that
Therefore, Q * (P c,k ) = Ω log
as P c,k ↓ c R (λ).
B. Proof of Proposition V.4
where V > 0 is chosen as a function of V in the following. We note that as s(0) = 0, the above set is non-empty. Suppose q d is finite.
We note that by the admissibility of γ, ∀q ∈ {0, . . . , q d }, s(q) ≤ λ + V . Hence, using d = V , we have from Proposition IV.2, for aq ≤ q d :
We recall that c(s) is piecewise linear. Let λ = a p for some p > 1. Let m be the tangent of the angle between (i) the line passing through (a p+1 , c(a p+1 )) and (λ, c(λ)), and (ii) l(s). Then m
Furthermore from the convexity of c(s), linearity of l(s), and as c(s) − l(s) ≥ 0, we have that
Now, we find a lower boundq 2 on Q(γ) by finding the largestq such that P r {Q <q} ≤ . A lower boundq 1 toq can be obtained by using the upper bound (17) on P r {Q ≤q}. Letq 1 be the largest integer, if one exists, such that . Let γ k be a sequence of -optimal policies for TRADEOFF for the sequence P c,k . Then we have that P (γ k ) ↓ c(λ) and Q(γ k ) = Ω . Since γ k is -optimal, we have that Q * (P c,k ) ≥ Q(γ k ) − . Therefore, Q * (P c,k ) = Ω Or we have that
as P r {Q > q d } ≥ 0. We note that for q ∈ [q d , ∞), s(q) − λ ≥ V . For brevity, we denote
(s(q) − λ)dπ(q) by D t . We note that D t is positive. Now we note that for the policy γ, Ec R (S(Q, H)) − c R (λ) ≤ V . Define l(s) as the tangent to the curve c R (s) at (λ, c R (λ)). Then we have that E[c R (S(Q, H)) − l(S(Q, H))] ≤ V . Now as c R (s) is convex and l(s) is linear, using Jensen's inequality we have that E π [c R (s(Q)) − l(s(Q))] ≤ V . As in [6, step (41) ], c R (s) − l(s) = G(s − λ) where G(x) is a strictly convex function with G(0) = 0, G (0) = 0, and G (0) > 0. Thus we have that E π G(s(Q) − λ) ≤ V . Using the sequence of steps (45), (46), (47), and (48) of Berry and Gallager [6] , we obtain that .
We note that Q(γ) ≥q 2 , whereq = sup q : P r {Q < q} ≤ 
Then k 2 ≤ k 1 . We note that even if q d is infinite, k 2 ∆ is a lower bound toq, since D t is 0 in that case.
The rest of the proof holds irrespective of whether q d is finite or infinite.
Then, from (20) and using the upper bound Let γ k be a sequence of -optimal policies for TRADEOFF for the sequence P c,k . Then we have that
. Since γ k is -optimal, we have that Q * (P c,k ) ≥ Q(γ k ) − .
Therefore, Q * (P c,k ) = Ω as P c,k ↓ c R (λ).
D. Outline of proof for Proposition V.7
We consider Case 2 first. We define s l , s u , and the line l(s) as in Section IV-B. Consider any sequence of admissible policies γ k with P (γ k ) − c R (λ) = V k ↓ 0. Then we have that Ec R (s(Q)) − c R (λ) ≤ V k . For a particular policy γ in the sequence, 0 < < s l , and q 1 ∆ = s l − we have that P r {Q < q 1 } ≤ V m as in the proof of Proposition V.2. We note that for the R-model, the queue evolution is on R + . We discretize R + into a countable number of intervals ([0, ∆), [∆, 2∆), . . .). Using the upper bound on the stationary probability distribution from Proposition IV.1, and proceeding as in the proof of Proposition V.2, we can show that Q(γ k ) = Ω log 1 V k . A complete illustration of this proof technique is given in the proof of Proposition VI.1. The asymptotic lower bound on Q * (P c ) can be derived as in the proof of Proposition V.2.
For Case 3, we proceed as in the proof of Proposition V.6 by defining q d to be sup {q : s(q) ≤ λ + V }, where V is a function of V to be chosen in the following. We note that λ = a p for some p > 1. We recall that D t . Then we proceed as in the proof of Proposition V.6 to obtain that Q(γ k ) = Ω 
